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Readings

Week 5 (9/27): Roots of Innovation (Individual, Part 2)

1. Cross, N. (2006). Designerly ways of knowing. Springer. 
Chapter 6: Understanding Design Cognition

2. Schön, D. A. (1983). The reflective practitioner: How 
professionals think in action. Basic Books. Chapter 3: 
Reflective Conversation

http://www.punyamishra.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/cross-ch6-understandingdesigncognition.pdf
http://www.punyamishra.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/schon-reflective-conversation.pdf
http://www.punyamishra.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/schon-reflective-conversation.pdf


Questions

This then got me thinking about how players respond to problems. As in Cross' text, I would posit that gamers are solution-oriented in their 
work rather than problem-oriented. Additionally, I'm wondering how players with more experience scope problems differently from those with 
less context-specific understanding of the types of problems they encounter in-game. In short, do gamers think like designers? And, what can 
we learn from this as we think about how we can better design learning environments (digital *and* analog)?

From examples given in Cross’ chapter and the example that comprises most of Schon’s chapter, it seems as though the ability to break out 
of certain frames of reference generally comes from either collaborating with an expert or gaining more experience yourself. Are there 
additional ways to do this? It seems to me like many people believe that someone is either innately creative or not. I see this as a roadblock 
to the idea of teachers as designers and the ability to navigate through complex problems in any area of life. So, while I believe that 
collaboration and gaining expertise are likely the most powerful ways to help someone through this kind of thinking, I am just wondering if 
there are others.

Is “design thinking” really just “expert thinking” when we consider expert thinking as a relative construct as opposed to a protocol?

When a problem has enough constraints, there really can be an optimal solution. In that case, it’s just a matter of finding someone 
knowledgeable and capturing the best protocol for action – execution, not design. I think this happens a lot



Designer deal with ill-behaved problems and are solution-focused. They do not pay much attention to problem analysis but still analyze 
problems to find critical information needed for the design practice. I think it is very efficient. Problems are important as they are what we 
base our solutions on, but spending too much time on the problems themselves might terminate the smooth flow of the design work.

As I read through the piece a few parts stood out. 1. The implication that in a situation of complexity the first step is to add order, then 
discover the consequences, then adjust and reapply order. As someone interested in assessment (in particular, assessment of complex 
things), this process may provide insight on how to evaluate the process of thinking during complex situations.





Coming up

Week 6 (10/4): Roots of Innovation (Social)

1. Basalla, G. (1988). The evolution of technology. Chapter 1: 
Diversity, Necessity, Evolution

2. Diamond, J. M. (1999). Guns, germs, and steel. New York: 
W. W. Norton and Company.  Chapter 13: Necessity’s 
Mother

http://www.punyamishra.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/basalla-diversity-necessity-evolution.pdf
http://www.punyamishra.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/basalla-diversity-necessity-evolution.pdf
http://www.punyamishra.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/diamond-necessities-mother.pdf
http://www.punyamishra.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/diamond-necessities-mother.pdf
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